
 

 

  

Bangkok Trip 

Arrival in Bangkok: 1Day  

Upon arrival at the international Airport, you will be picked up at the airport and 

transferred to your hotel. 

Overnight in Bangkok 

)L, B( Safari World -Bangkok : 2Day  

After breakfast we start to Thailand's greatest open zoo and leisure park that 

offers a great variety of entertainment for everyone. Whether it is an exciting 

safari drive, an intimate encounter with friendly dolphins or an exhilarating fast-

paced action stunt spectacular, Safari World has it all. Safari Park: Features 

hundreds of animals from all over the world. Highlights include Wildlife Feeding 

Show. Marine Park: Jungle Cruise river ride, various shows daily, exhibits 

featuring white tiger, tropical rain forest aviary, crocodile garden, just to name a 

few. Lunch will be served at Safari World as Buffet. 

Overnight in Bangkok 

)B (Half Day Floating Market –Bangkok : 3Day  

Today we will visit the Floating Market at Damnoen Saduak. 

There are countless floating markets throughout the country, many within a 

couple of hours’ of the capital. The colorfully clad merchants at these lively 

markets paddle along congested canals in sturdy canoes laden with fresh fruit 

and vegetables to sell to shoppers on the banks. There is lots of chatter and 

activity – bargaining is common – that’s all part of the fun -- but don’t expect to 

get the price down more than a few baht. 

The most famous of the floating markets is Damnoen Saduak, about 100 

kilometers southwest of Bangkok. This buzzing market is at its best in the early 
morning before the crowds arrive and the heat of the day builds up.  

Overnight in Bangkok 

)B (Half Day Grand Palace -Bangkok  : 4Day  

If there is one must-see sight that no visit to Bangkok would be complete 

without, it's the dazzling, spectacular Grand Palace, undoubtedly the city's most 

famous landmark. Built in 1782 - and for 150 years the home of the Thai King, 

the Royal court and the administrative seat of government - the Grand Palace of 

Bangkok is a grand old dame indeed, that continues to have visitors in awe with 

its beautiful architecture and intricate detail, all of which is a proud salute to the 



 

 

creativity and craftsmanship of Thai people. Within its walls were also the Thai 

war ministry, state departments, and even the mint. Today, the complex remains 

the spiritual heart of the Thai Kingdom.                            Within the palace 

complex are several impressive buildings including Wat Phra Kaew (Temple of the 

Emerald Buddha), which contains the small, very famous and greatly revered 

Emerald Buddha that dates back to the 14th century. The robes on the Buddha 

are changed with the seasons by HM The King of Thailand and forms an important 

ritual in the Buddhist calendar. Thai Kings stopped living in the palace around the 

turn of the twentieth century, but the palace complex is still used to mark all 

kinds of other ceremonial and auspicious happenings. 

Overnight in Bangkok 

)B (Easy& Free  – Bangkok: 5Day  

This day is reserved for your own activities. 

Overnight in Bangkok 

)B(Easy &  Free –Bangkok : 6Day  

This day is reserved for your own activities. 

Overnight in Bangkok 

)B(Easy &  Free –Bangkok : 7Day  

This day is reserved for your own activities. 

Overnight in Bangkok 

)B( Departure –Bangkok : 8Day  

Today we will transfer you back to the Bangkok Suvarnabhumi International 

Airport for your departure.  

 

 


